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University of Washington Opera presents
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart's

The Marriage of Figaro

Wednesday, May 18 at 8:00pm
Friday, May 20 at 8:00pm
Sunday, May 22 at 3:00pm
Vivian Apple Theater

Sing in English

Mozart

A presentation of the University of Washington Schools of Music and Drama
THE MARRIAGE OF FIGARO

Music by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
Text by Lorenzo da Ponte

English Translation by Ruth & Thomas Martin*
*By arrangement with G. Schirmer, Inc. Publisher and copyright owner.

MUSIC DIRECTOR: Peter ErbS
STAGE DIRECTOR: Theodore Deacon
SET DESIGNER: Laura Hibbs
LIGHTING DESIGNER: Emmet Kaiser
CONDUCTOR (May 22): Laurent Philippe
COSTUME DESIGNER: Elizabeth Lentz
CHOREOGRAPHER: Christian Cederlund

CAST (IN ORDER OF APPEARANCE)

Figaro: Kevin Hepple
Susanna: Stephanie Dudash
Marcellina: Laura Broadhurst
Dr. Bartolo: Leon Lishner
Cherubino: Erin Gabriel
Count Almaviva: William Mouat
Don Basilio: Robert McPhearson
Countess Almaviva: Leslie McEwen
Antonio: Daniel Yarr
Don Curzio: Guy Bogar
Barbarina: Lucretia Fleury (May 18 & 22)

Heather Curtis (May 20)

*Professor Emeritus sponsored by Friends of Opera.

Act I, A half-furnished room in Count Almaviva's Castle

It is the morning of Figaro's marriage to Susanna, maid to the Countess Almaviva. Figaro is busily preparing their new room to receive a bed while Susanna tries on her wedding bonnet. Despite the room's convenient proximity to the apartments of the Count and Countess, Susanna has grave misgivings. She tells Figaro of the Count's desire to revile his feudal rights over her on the eve of their wedding. Furious, Figaro vows that he, not the Count, will guide events from this moment onward.

Dr. Bartolo and his former housekeeper, Marcellina, enter. Marcellina, in love with Figaro, granted him a loan under the proviso that he marry her should he be unable to repay it. The loan is now defaulted and Marcellina asks Bartolo to petition the Count for immediate "payment." This Bartolo happily grants, relieving the thought of vengeance on the man who spoiled his marriage to his old ward, the Countess. Susanna returns to find her rival, Marcellina, casting nasty insinuations on the maid's relations with the Count. Susanna repays her with attacks on her age and the housekeeper exits in rage.

The amorous young pageboy, Cherubino, arrives distraught that the Count discharged him after finding him alone with the gardener's daughter, Barbarina. Cherubino fears dismissal will separate him from his beloved Countess and Susanna, and he laments over his chronic love sickness. The Count enters and Cherubino hides. As the Count is making advances toward Susanna the voice of Basilio, the pandering music master, is heard outside. The Count, too, hides while Basilio pokes about the room searching for scandal and making slanderous hints as to Cherubino's behavior toward Susanna and the Countess. Enraged, the Count comes out of hiding and orders Basilio to drive the pageboy from the city. Susanna pleads for mercy but the Count remains unmoved, describing how he found Cherubino making love to Barbarina. In the course of his story, Cherubino is unveiled, only increasing the Count's anger.

A group of peasants enters, led by Figaro, and praise the Count for his abolishment of his feudal rights. Figaro then asks for his master's blessing on his marriage but this the Count postpones. Cherubino now pleads for pardon. The Count, in order to rid him of a sexual menace, makes the pageboy an officer in his regiment. Figaro, also suspicious of the lad, taunts him with the contrast between the perfumed delights of the castle and the harsh army life to come.

INTERMISSION

Act II, The Countess's room in the castle

It is mid morning and the Countess laments the loss of her husband's love. Susanna enters and tells how the Count tried to seduce her. Figaro then appears and outlines a plan to teach his master a lesson in love and
honor. He has sent an anonymous note to the Count revealing a tryst that the Countess will have that evening in the garden. Next Susanna will entice the Count to meet her in the garden as well. Cherubino will then be dressed as Susanna, meet with the Count, and be caught by the Countess resulting in a humiliation that will bring about a full reconciliation between the two couples.

Cherubino enters and sings the Countess a love-song he had just composed. Susanna proceeds to dress him as a woman, giving him lessons in femininity. When Susanna is out of the room the Count demands entrance forcing the frightened page to hide in the closet. The Count enters to interrogate the Countess about Figaro's letter when a noise is heard in the closet. The Countess tries to pretend that it is only Susanna and bars her husband's way into the closet. The Count leaves with the Countess to fetch tools to open the closet, locking the main door behind him. Susanna makes Cherubino open the door and he escapes by leaping out the window. Susanna then takes his place in the closet.

The Count and Countess return. She confesses that it is Cherubino within, driving the Count to fury. To everyone's surprise it is Susanna who emerges from the closet and the Count is forced to apologize. Figaro enters, hoping to start the wedding celebrations. The Count pushes Figaro to explain his letter when Antonio, the gardener enters complaining. Figaro says it was himself but cannot identify the paper that was dropped in the fall. With the help of the Countess and Susanna, Figaro replies that it is Cherubino's military commission left with him because it needed sealing.

Marcellina arrives, with Bartolo and Basilio, to demand that Figaro pay his loan or marry her. Figaro, Susanna, and the Countess protest her claim and the act ends in elegant chaos.

**INTERMISSION**

**Act III, A large hall in the castle**

It is midday and the Count is puzzling over the events of the morning. Susanna enters and, to the Count's delight, confusesly seems to give in to his wishes to meet him in the garden later that evening. When she leaves, he ponders how he might frustrate Figaro's wedding plans and expresses rage that a servant can enjoy what he, a nobleman, can no longer demand.

Barbarina leads Cherubino on, telling him she will hide the boy among the peasant girls rather than lose him to the military. The Countess then appears, apprehensive about Susanna's assignation in the garden with her husband. She recalls happier times when the Count truly loved her and vows to recapture those days.

Figaro's trial commences. Don Curzio, a lawyer, demands that Figaro pay Marcellina or marry her. Figaro replies that he is a nobleman and cannot marry without parental consent. Asked for proof, Figaro reveals a birthmark on his arm. To Marcellina's horror and delight she identifies him as her long-lost son and that Bartolo is his father. Susanna enters with money to pay off Marcellina only to find angrily her betrothed in the arms of her rival. Matters are soon explained and the Count leaves defeated. A double wedding is announced and all exit happily.

The Countess and Susanna then proceed to write to the Count about where to meet her in the garden. A group of peasant girls enters to present flowers to the Countess. Amongst them is the disguised Cherubino who is eventually exposed by Antonio and the Count. The Count is about to punish him when Barbarina, revealing a past affectionate moment, begs to be allowed to marry Cherubino. A march is heard and all assemble for the dual wedding. Susanna, while kneeling, gives the Count the assignation note, sealed by a pin.

**Act III, The castle garden**

Barbarina, having been instructed by the Count to return Susanna's sealing pin, laments having lost that pin in the dark. Figaro appears with Marcellina and learns of what he thinks is Susanna's betrayal.

Susanna and the Countess arrive, disguised as each other, to begin the evening's masquerade. Susanna sings of her joyful anticipation of the arrival of her lover while Figaro listens in. Cherubino saunters by and mistakes the Countess for Susanna. In making love to her, he is caught by the Count. The Count alliances a blow at the page only to strike Figaro who has crept forward for a better look. Now the Count begins his own love-making plotly to be chased off by the jealous Figaro. Figaro makes an entreaty to who he thinks is the Countess. To his surprise and delight he finds it is Susanna and teases her unmercifully. They hear the approach of the Count who has lost the disguised Countess. Figaro makes mad, passionate love to his "Countess" and the Count, thinking himself betrayed, sounds the alarm. All enter to hear the Count denounce his wife. All beg for forgiveness, but the Count is implacable. At last the real Countess arrives and the masquerade is unveiled. Humbled, the Count openly asks for his wife's forgiveness. This the Countess graciously grants, and after a blissful moment of reconciliation, all ecstatically look forward to the revels to come.
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PRODUCTION STAFF
ASSISTANT CONDUCTOR................................. Timothy Schwarz
VOCAL COACH.......................................................... Lisa Bergman
REPERTETEUR...................................................... Kevin Johnson
COSTUME COORDINATOR............................... Elizabeth Lentz
LIGHTING DESIGNER........................................ Emmet Kaiser
ASSISTANT LIGHTING DESIGNER......................... Suzanne Mulder
SET DESIGNER......................................................... Laura Hibbs
TECHNICAL DIRECTOR.......................................... Chuck Driscoll
STAGE MANAGER...................................................... Joe Featherston
ASSISTANT STAGE MANAGERS................... Sara Jaecks, Katy Cook
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR........................................ Laura Downing
DIRECTOR'S ASSISTANT................................. Garth Golding
COSTUME SHOP MANAGER................................. Josie Gardner
PRODUCTION OFFICE........................................ Anne Stewart
CHORUS MASTER.................................................. Bonnie Thoreson
PROP MASTER....................................................... Alex Danilchik
FACULTY AND STAFF.......................... Edward Cace, Chris McBride, Al Salm,
                                          Jonathan Lenz, Matt Lungerhausen, Donal Dugan,
                                          Brent Myers, Christine Smith, Sean Sullivan
PAINT......................................................... Janet Berkow, Katie O'Donnell, Donal Dugan,
                                          Brent Myers, Christine Smith, Sean Sullivan
COSTUMES...................................................... Mary Ellen Walter (Women's Cutter)
                                          Vicki Ostrom (Stitcher)
PROP MASTERS.................................................... Rebecca Switzer, Alex Danilchik
RUNNING CREW........................................Britney M. Casey, Ian Jacob, Katie Pearl,
                                          Marcie Shelton, Andrew Aiken, Claru Austria,
                                          Tony Cittadini, Edward Fremas, Theron Hill,
                                          Michael Jackson, Napoleon Kaufman, Ivy Consuelo Morris,
                                          Brent Myers, Leon Neal, Jay Stratton, Joe Yang
PRODUCTION ELECTRICIAN......................... Carissa Brockway
ASSISTANT MASTER ELECTRICIAN................. Ethan Kozaki
ELECTRICS....................................................... Amy Kues, Doreen Gaffney